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Abstract. In this article, we present a formal theory of on-the-fly cooperation.
This is a new model of joint action, which allows for the possibility that a group
of cooperating agents will, in general, have neither the information nor the time
available to compute an entire joint plan before beginning to work. It proposes
that cooperating agents need therefore only reason about what to do next; what
represents a believable next action. Thus, agents literally make it up as they go
along: a plan only unfolds as cooperation continues. A detailed rationale is presented for the new model, and the components of the model are discussed at
length. The article includes a summary of the logic used to formalise the new
model, and some remarks on refinements and future research issues.
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Introduction

A common assumption in early AI planning research was that in order to achieve a
goal ϕ, an agent should first compute an entire plan π for ϕ, and then execute π [11].
Within the AI planning community, this strategy has long been recognised to be a severe
oversimplification [15]. In the real world, the assumptions that underpin plan execution
are continually made false, either through the interference of other agents, or else by
actions simply failing to have their intended effects. Recognition of this led to work on
planning systems that could integrate planning, execution, and, if required, re-planning,
in order to achieve their goals [23].
In multi-agent systems research, however, the recognition of this fact has had little
impact on theoretical models of cooperative action. For example, in one of the bestknown theories of cooperation, [17], it is assumed that a group of agents have an entire,
pre-computed joint plan, which they will carry on executing until certain conditions
arise — at which point cooperation ends. While the theory does recognise that plans can
fail, it nevertheless makes some strong assumptions, which, as the AI planning experience shows, must be called into doubt. In brief, the purpose of this paper is to present
a new theory of cooperative action, which does not make such limiting assumptions. In
this model, which we call on-the-fly cooperation, it is not required that agents have an
entire, pre-computed joint plan in order to begin work. Nor is it assumed that once a
plan fails, cooperation will end. Rather, it is assumed that in order for cooperation to

continue, agents need only know what to do next — what makes a believable next move.
Hence agents may make it up as they go along, and a global plan might only emerge as
cooperation progresses. This is not necessarily a good strategy in all situations, but for
some dynamic domains, it has been shown to have certain advantages [13].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, in the following subsection, we present a more detailed rationale for our work. In section 2, we give an
overview of the logic we use to express our new theory, and in section 3, we present the
new model itself. Finally, some concluding remarks are presented in section 4.
1.1 Background
Perhaps the best-known theory of cooperative action is that due to Levesque-Cohen [17].
The aim of this model is to give an account of the mental states of agents that are engaged in cooperative, team activities1 . The theory implicitly requires that a group of
agents involved in such an activity have a pre-computed joint plan, which they intend
to execute until some agent becomes aware either that the goal of the plan is achieved,
or else that the plan has failed, and the goal is unachievable. If such a situation arises,
then the agent who recognised it is required to make the group mutually aware of the
new circumstances. Building on this work, others have attempted more refined theories
of cooperation. For example, in earlier work, we extended the theory to account for the
whole process of cooperation, from recognition of the potential of cooperation by some
agent, through to the collective development of a plan by the group, which they jointly
intend to execute [28].
These theories explain many aspects of collective action. However, they also fail
to account for several important features of real-world cooperation. Perhaps most importantly, they pre-suppose the development of an entire plan of collective action. We
argue that this assumption is often unrealistic. A group of agents committed to cooperation with respect to some goal do not, in general, have sufficient resources to develop a
complete joint plan. By resources, we mean both informational and computational. With
respect to information, Moore [19] observed that agents often need to find out how to
achieve a goal: they do not always have enough information to develop a complete plan
in advance. Consider telephoning a friend. You may have several perfectly good plans
for this, which involve either using the phone on your desk, stopping off at a pay-phone
on the way home, and so on, but they all require that you know the number before you
dial. You might therefore only be able to develop part of the plan in advance. The same
is true in the multi-agent case. Consider a group of agents writing a joint paper for an
important conference. They may not know all the required information as they begin
— it may not even be possible to obtain some important information until quite late on.
For example, the formatting instructions and submission details for the conference may
not be available far enough in advance to actually write the paper if this information
must be obtained before cooperation can begin. In any case, such information is not
usually significant until close to the submission deadline. In this example, not only is it
not necessary for the agents to have an entire, pre-computed plan, it is not possible for
them to do so. But this does not stop them writing the paper.
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More precisely, the aim is to define the notion of joint intention.

With respect to computational resources, developing a joint plan is at least as complex as single-agent planning, which, as Chapman proved, is hard [3]. Even if the agents
have sufficient pre-compiled plan fragments to achieve the goal, it will often be unrealistic to try to put these fragments together to make a complete plan before execution
commences. Consider an (admittedly extreme) example: building a skyscraper. No one
ever has a complete plan for erecting such a building, and in fact, low-level details are
worked out as construction progresses.
In this paper, we present a new model of cooperative action which does not presuppose an entire pre-computed plan. (Though as a special case, this possibility is allowed for.) Rather, the model proposes that agents are only ever required to consider
what to do next. A global plan may be available as cooperation starts — in which case
the agents use it. But a plan might only emerge in retrospect, as the agents go along.
More precisely, the model proposes that a group of agents attempting to achieve ϕ will
continually execute a cycle of trying to find an action π that will take them closer to
ϕ, (in the sense of “reducing the distance to ϕ, as is meant in, for example, meansends analysis [1]) and then executing π. They do this until either they believe that ϕ
is achieved, or that it is unachievable. While this is not always the best cooperation
strategy, experimental results indicate that it is well-suited to dynamic domains [13].

2

The Logical Framework

The logic that we use to represent our theory of on-the-fly cooperation is a manysorted first-order version of the expressive branching time logic CTL  [9] with functions and equality, enriched by the addition of modal connectives for representing the
beliefs, desires, and intentions of a group of agents, as well as the plans they have
available to them, and the execution of these plans. The logic is quite complex, and
a complete formal presentation is no possible in the space available. However, such a
presentation is available in [25]; in this section, we simply give a summary.
The most obvious thing to say about is that it contains the usual connectives and
quantifiers of sorted first-order logic: we take as primitive the connectives  (not) and 
(or), and the universal quantifier  (for all), and define the remaining classical connectives and existential quantifier in terms of these. As is based on CTL  , a distinction
is made between state formulae and path formulae. The idea is that is interpreted
over a tree-like branching time structure. Formulae that express a property of nodes in
this structure are known as state formulae, whereas formulae that express a property of
paths through the structure are known as path formulae. State formulae can be ordinary
first-order formulae, but various other additional modal connectives are also provided
for making state formulae. Thus  Bel i ϕ  is intended to express the fact that the agent
denoted by i believes ϕ (where ϕ is some state formula). The semantics of belief are
given in terms of an accessibility relation over possible worlds, in much the standard
modal logic tradition [4], with the properties required of belief accessibility relations
ensuring that the logic of belief corresponds to the normal modal system KD45 (weak
S5). The state formulae  Goal i ϕ  and  Int i ϕ  mean that agent i has a desire or intention of ϕ, respectively: the logics of desire and intention correspond to the normal
modal system KD.

contains various connectives for representing the plans possessed by agents. Plans
have two components: a plan descriptor and a plan body. The plan descriptor characterises the pre- and post-conditions of the plan: the pre-condition represents the conditions under which a plan may be executed, and the post-condition represents the effects
of the plan. A plan body is the ‘program’ part of a plan, which specifies a course of
action. Each agent has associated with it a plan library, representing its ‘procedural
know-how’: information it has available to it about how to achieve its intentions. The
state formula  Has i π  is used to represent the fact that in the current state, agent i is in
possession of the plan denoted by π. Being in possession of a plan simply means that
the plan is in that agent’s plan library. Restrictions on the logical model mean that an
agent cannot execute a plan unless the plan is in its plan library. Note that π is a term of
the language, not a formula. We have functional and variable terms that can stand for
plans, and the ability to quantify over them is in fact crucial when we come to present
our model.
The state formulae  Pre π  and  Post π  represent the fact that the pre- and postconditions of the plan π respectively are satisfied in the current world-state. The formula
 Body π β  is used to represent the fact that β is the body of the plan denoted by π.
We also have a connective  Holds c  , which means that the condition denoted by c is
satisfied in the current world state: the use of this connective, and the rationale behind
it, is described in [25].
Turning to path formulae,  Exec β  means that the plan body denoted by β is executed on the current path. We will sometimes abuse notation by writing  Exec π  to
mean that body of plan π has been executed on the current path. State formulae may
be related to path formulae by using the CTL  path quantifier A. This operator means
‘on all paths’. It has a dual, existential operator E, meaning ‘on some path’. Thus Aϕ
means that the path formula ϕ is satisfied on all histories originating from the current
world state, and Eϕ means that the path formula ϕ is satisfied on at least one history
that originates from the current world state. Path formulae may be built up from state
formulae (or other path formulae) by using two temporal connectives: the U connectives
means ‘until’, and so a formula ϕUψ (where ϕ and ψ are state formulae) means ‘ϕ is
satisfied until ψ is satisfied’. The  connective means ‘next’, and so  ϕ means that
the state formula ϕ will be satisfied in the next state.
2.1 Derived Connectives
In addition to the basic connectives discussed above, it is useful to introduce some
derived constructs. These derived connectives do not add to the expressive power of
the language, but are intended to make formulae more concise and readable. First, we
assume that the remaining connectives of classical logic, (i.e.,  — ‘and’,
— ‘if. . .
then. . . ’, and — ‘if, and only if’) have been defined as normal, in terms of  and  .
Similarly, we assume that the existential quantifier, , has been defined as the dual of
 . Next, we introduce the existential path quantifier, E, which is defined as the dual of
the universal path quantifier A. Thus a formula Eϕ is interpreted as ‘on some path, ϕ’,
or ‘optionally, ϕ’:
Eϕ

def



A

ϕ

It
connectives. The unary connective
 is also convenient to introduce further temporal

means ‘sometimes’. Thus the path formula ϕ will be satisfied on some path if ϕ
is satisfied at some point along the path. The unary
connective means ‘now, and
always’. Thus ϕ will be satisfied on some path if ϕ is satisfied at all points along the
path. We also have a weak version of the U connective: ϕWψ is read ‘ϕ unless ψ’.



ϕ

def

trueUϕ

ϕ

def




 ϕ

ϕWψ

def

 ϕUψ 

ϕ

Thus ϕWψ means that either: (i) ϕ is satisfied until ψ is satisfied, or else (ii) ϕ is always
satisfied. It is weak because it does not require that ψ be eventually satisfied.
Rather than introduce a further primitive modal connective for knowledge, we define it as true belief.

 Know i ϕ 

def

ϕ  Bel i ϕ 

It is often convenient to make use of mutual mental states, although such states are
idealisations, not realisable in any system that admits the possibility of communication failure [10, pp176–183]. The mutual belief of ϕ in a group of agents g is written
 M-Bel g ϕ  ; the mutual goal of ϕ in g is written  M-Goal g ϕ  , and the mutual knowledge
of ϕ is written  M-Know g ϕ  . We define mutual mental states as the maximal fixed points
of the following formulae (cf. [10, pp402–411]):

 M-Bel g ϕ 

 M-Goal g ϕ 

 M-Know g ϕ 

def
def
def

 i  i  g  Bel i ϕ  M-Bel g ϕ 
 i  i  g  M-Bel g  Goal i ϕ 
ϕ  i  i  g  M-Bel i  M-Know g ϕ 

Talking about Groups: The language provides us with the ability to use simple
(typed) set theory to relate the properties of agents and groups of agents. The operators  and  relate groups together, and have the obvious set-theoretic interpretation;
 Singleton g i  means g is a singleton group with i as the only member;  Singleton g 
simply means g is a singleton.

 g  g
 g  g

def
def

 i  i  g  i  g  Singleton g i 
 g  g ! g g
 Singleton g 

def
def

 j  j  g  j i 
i  Singleton g i 

 Agt β i  means that i is the only agent required to perform plan body β.
 Agt β i 

def

 g  Agts β g  Singleton g i 

Talking about Plans: Next, we introduce some operators that will allow us to conveniently represent the structure and properties of plans. First, we introduce two constructs,  Pre π ϕ  and  Post π ϕ  , that allow us to represent the pre- and post-conditions
of plans as formulae of . Thus  Pre π ϕ  means that ϕ corresponds to the pre-condition
of π — that ϕ is satisfied in just those situations where the pre-condition of π is satisfied:

 Pre π ϕ 

def

A

 Pre π "

ϕ #

Similarly,  Post π ϕ  means that ϕ is satisfied in just those situations in which the postcondition of π is satisfied:

 Post π ϕ 

def

 Post π "

A

ϕ 

We write  Plan π ϕ ψ β  to express the fact that plan π has pre-condition ϕ, postcondition ψ, and body β:

 Plan π ϕ ψ β 

def

 Pre π ϕ  Post π ψ  Body π β #

It is often useful to be able to talk about the structure of plans bodies. We allow such
plan bodies to be composed from atomic actions using sequential composition, parallel
composition, test, non-deterministic choice, and iteration. We introduce some logical
functions, which operate on terms denoting plan bodies, and return other plan bodies
corresponding to each of these operations. We introduce one function for each of the
plan constructors:
seq for ;

par for $

or for %

test for ?

iter for & .

These functions are required to satisfy certain properties. For example, for all plan
bodies β ' β , we require that seq  β ' β returns the plan body obtained by conjoining
the plan bodies denoted by β and β with the sequential composition constructor. These
functions allow us to construct plan bodies within our language. However, complex
plan bodies written out in full using these functions become hard to read. To make
such expressions more readable, we introduce a quoting convention. The idea is best
illustrated by example. We write

(

to abbreviate seq  β ' β
( β; β )

*

$



+

)
β;
β
β
to abbreviate seq  β ' par  β,' β 
(
β;  β*$ β -&.) to abbreviate seq  β ' iter  par  β,' β 
and so on. In the interests of consistency, we shall generally use quotes even where they
are not strictly required. By means of a rather involved technical construction, we can
apply tests to state formula in plan bodies. So, for example, if ϕ is a state formula, then
ϕ? is an acceptable plan body, which will be executed on a path just in case the formula
ϕ is satisfied on the first state of that path. (Readers interested in how we avoid breaking
the type rules of our language in using this construction are urged to consult [25].)
The readability of plan body expressions may be further improved by the introduction of derived constructs corresponding to the high-level statement-types one would
expect to find in a standard imperative language such as PASCAL. First, the if. . . then. . .
construct:

(

if ϕ then β else β end-if)

def

(

 ϕ?; β /%01 ϕ; β  )

While and repeat loops are similarly easy to define:

(

while( ϕ do β end-while)
repeat β until ϕ)

def
def

(

(  ϕ?; β & ;  ϕ?)
β; while  ϕ do β end-while)

The case structure has a similar use to such statements in languages like
the switch statement in C).

2

PASCAL

(cf.

case
ϕ1 : π1



ϕn : πn
else : πn3
end-case4

1
def

(

 ϕ1 ?; π1 5%+#% ϕn ?; πn 5%1 ϕ1 6  ϕn  ?; πn3 1 7 )

Thus exactly one of the actions π1 to πn 3 1 is executed. The else clause is a default
action, which is executed if none of the other conditions evaluates to true. Note that the
conditions ϕ1 '' ϕn are assumed to be mutually exclusive.
Finally, we define an await construct:

(

await ϕ)

def

(

repeat true? until ϕ)

Thus await ϕ will be executed on a path p if there is some point on p at which ϕ is true.

3

On-the-Fly Cooperation

In this section, which represents the main contribution of this article, we present our
model of on-the-fly cooperation. We begin, in the remainder of this sub-section, with
an overview.
Informally, the structure of the model is very easy to understand. Suppose that a
group of agents g are cooperating in order to achieve ϕ (for the sake of argument, we
shall assume throughout this article that ϕ represents a world state). Then the model
proposes that g repeatedly perform a cycle of finding a plan π that will in some sense
advance them towards ϕ, and then executing π. They carry on doing this until either
they succeed in bringing about ϕ, or else they become aware that they are no longer
able to achieve ϕ. Of course, figuring out a course of action that will move you towards
your goal is far from being trivial: much of AI, (and in particular, the whole of the AI
planning paradigm), is directed at precisely this problem. In our model, finding out what
to do involves a simple cooperative search of every agent’s plan library, in an attempt to
find a plan that will reduce the ‘distance’ to the goal. Agents in our model do no firstprinciples planning at all. However, we do not assume that agents will blindly execute
any plan that will reduce the distance to the goal: agents are autonomous, with their own
desires and intentions, and may object to a particular plan. (They may also have strong
preferences in favour of a particular plan, though we shall not concern ourselves with
this possibility here.) The search for a plan must take account of such objections. This
leads us to the informal summary of our model in Figure 1, where a group of agents g
are attempting to bring about ϕ.
The remainder of this section is structured as follows. First, in the following section, we informally lay out the assumptions that underpin our model; in section 3.2, we
formally define some of the key concepts used in the model, and in section 3.3, we formally define the communication primitives (performatives) that agents can use. Finally,
in section 3.4, we present the model itself.

while 8

8 ϕ is not believed by g to be achieved, and
the group g is not stuck

do

repeat8

8
until

if
then
if
then
end-while

8

all agents in g that can help g towards ϕ make their expertise known to g,
and all agents that are unable to help make this known
any agents that have objections to proposed plans
make their objections known to g

8 g know of an acceptable plan towards ϕ; or
g are stuck
there is a mutually acceptable plan that progresses g towards ϕ
execute the mutually acceptable plan
any agent believes that ϕ or that g can no longer achieve ϕ
the agent informs g of this

Fig. 1. On-the-Fly Cooperation: An Overview

3.1 Assumptions
It is important to realise that the model we present in this paper is a first approximation
to a theory of on-the-fly cooperation. Real cooperation, of the type that most of us take
part in every day of our lives, is, of course, a much more subtle and complex process
than our model might indicate. This complexity is likely to prevent complete attempts at
formalisation for the foreseeable future. So, rather than attempting to present a complete
formalisation, we have selected a simple, stylized, but, we argue, plausible subset of
the phenomenon, which we make tractable by the use of some limiting assumptions.
Obviously, it is important that these assumptions should strike a balance between being
too strong and being too weak. Too strong, and the model becomes trivial; too weak,
and it becomes too complex. We believe that the following assumptions are reasonable
for a first approximation.
Agents are autonomous: As Castelfranchi shows, [2], autonomy is a slippery subject.
For our purposes, we simply take autonomy to mean that agents will not blindly
commit to courses of action that conflict with their own intentions. (Agents are
therefore not benevolent, since it is not assumed that they share all their intentions [21, p91].)
Agents are helpful: Autonomy does not imply meanness: we assume that agents are
happy to perform actions on behalf of a group, provided that the performance of
such actions does not conflict with their autonomy.
Agents are accommodating: This is really an aspect of helpfulness: agents will take
on board the objections that other agents might have to a plan.
Agents are fanatical: We mean this in the sense of [5]. A group of agents will carry

on trying to achieve their goal until either they have successfully achieved it, or else
they believe that it is impossible for them to do so.
Agents communicate: Communication is not universally assumed in multi-agent systems research, but communication via message passing with KQML-like performatives is nevertheless a common assumption, which we adopt here [18].
Agents are veracious: By which we simply mean that agents do not tell lies: they only
communicate information that they believe to be true [12, pp159–165].
3.2 Some Concepts and Definitions
In this section, we formally define some of the concepts that will be useful when presenting our model. We begin with joint ability, by which we mean the circumstances
under which a group of agents can achieve some goal. Reasoning about ability, and in
particular, whether it is in principle possible for a group to achieve a goal, is clearly
a fundamental aspect of cooperative action. A number of previous definitions of joint
ability have appeared in the literature. For example, in earlier work, [27], we defined
ability in the sense of ‘potential’: what an agent could potentially bring about. This definition did not refer to the know-how of a group at all. The formalisation was based on
earlier work by Werner, [24], who defined a notion of joint ability for ϕ as the group
having a ‘winning strategy’ for ϕ, in the game-theoretic sense. However, such definitions do not capture the everyday sense of ability, as they ignore what a group of agents
need to know in order to realise their potential. For example, we might have the potential to become millionaires within the next year, by performing some sequence of
actions. But this information is, sadly, useless without knowing which actions to perform. So, we define a notion of joint ability in line with the definition of single agent
ability developed by Moore [19]. Crudely, his definition of ability runs as follows: an
agent i can achieve ϕ if i knows the identity of some action α that it can perform, such
that it knew that after it did α, either ϕ would be achieved, or else i would be able to
achieve ϕ. The point is that this definition allows for the possibility of i finding out how
to do ϕ. Thus the agent need not have an entire, pre-computed plan.
In order to formalise this concept, we first define what it means for a group to be
sufficient to carry out a plan. The idea is that group g will be sufficient to do plan π,
(notation:  Suff g π  ), iff the agents required to do π are a subset of g.

 Suff g π 

def

 β 1 g  Body π β  Agts β g 9 g  g 

We then adapt the single-agent definition in the following way. A group g can jointly
achieve ϕ, (notation:  J-Can g ϕ  ), iff there exists some plan π, such that it is mutually
known in g that π is possessed by some member of g (whose identity is known), that g
are sufficient to do π, and either:
1. it is mutually known in g that ϕ is a post-condition of π; or else
2. it is mutually known in g that the post-condition of π is that g can jointly achieve
ϕ.
Ability is thus defined as the least fixed point of the following formula:

 J-Can g ϕ 

def

i  π  M-Know g  i  g  Has i π : Suff g π 
 M-Know g  Post π ϕ  M-Know g  Post π  J-Can g ϕ #

Note that the variables i and π are quantified outside the scope of the M-Know connectives. This implies that the identities of i and π are known to g. Thus if the group do not
know the identities of the agent and plan, but they know there there is some agent and
some plan, this is not sufficient for joint ability. In the terminology of quantified modal
logic, these variables are said to be quantified de re [14, pp183–188].
Next, an agent i is said to object to plan π, (notation:  Objects i π  ), iff i intends that
π is not executed.

 Objects i π 

def

 β  Body π β  Int i A ! Exec β #

A plan will be mutually acceptable to a group if the group is mutually aware that no
member of the group objects to it.

 Acceptable π g 

def

 M-Bel g  i  i  g ;! Objects i π 

Note that it is not possible for an agent within a group to object to a plan, and yet for
that plan to be mutually acceptable to the group. Next, we consider the notion of a plan
progressing a group towards a goal. Intuitively, we say that a plan does this if either it
achieves the goal, or else the plan makes it possible for the group to achieve the goal
(cf. the definition of J-Can, above). The former case (where the plan directly achieves
the goal) is, in a sense, more desirable than the latter. We formalise this as follows:

 Progresses π g ϕ 

def

 Suff g π : Post π ϕ  Post π  J-Can g ϕ #

(Note that although the two cases in this definition correspond to those in J-Can, above,
it is not possible to define J-Can in terms of Progresses, or Progresses in terms of J-Can.)
Next, we define what it means for an agent to be able to help the group with its goal.
The idea is that agent i can help group g with respect to ϕ, (notation:  CanHelp i g ϕ  ),
iff i has a plan π such that:
1. π progresses g towards ϕ;
2. i does not object to π; and
3. i does not believe that π is unacceptable to g.

 CanHelp i g ϕ 

π  Has i π  Progresses π g ϕ 
! Objects i π : ! Bel i ! Acceptable π g 

def

Note that i is quantified de re, implying that g know the identity of i. Finally, it is useful
to identify certain facts as being communicable. The idea is that ϕ will be communicable
to g if ϕ is true, but ϕ is not (yet) mutually believed to be true in g.

 Comm ϕ g 

def

ϕ <! M-Bel g ϕ 

Finally, a group will be stuck with respect to a goal ϕ if they are aware of no plan that
progresses them towards ϕ.

 Stuck g ϕ 

def

 i  i  g  M-Bel g ! CanHelp i g ϕ 

3.3 Performatives
The cooperative search for a mutually acceptable plan proceeds via the exchange of
messages, in which agents make the group aware of both plans they have that might be
useful for the group, and any objections they have with respect to plans. The exchange
of messages continues until it becomes clear either that there is a mutually acceptable
plan that advances the group, (i.e., the group CanProgress), or else that no such plan is
available to the group (i.e., the group are Stuck).
Ultimately, the search for a mutually acceptable plan is a simple form of negotiation [22]. In human negotiation, the participants have preferences, goals, and intentions
that they may ultimately compromise on, or they may threaten, lie, bluff, appeal, plead,
promise, and so on, in an attempt to bring about their desires. Negotiation becomes a
game of give-and-take. Rather than attempting to represent this rather complex process,
we simply observe assume that agents have certain inviolable intentions; negotiation is
an attempt to find a plan that is acceptable to all with respect to their intentions.
In essence, our simple model of negotiation involves agents proposing various plans,
and then informing one-another of their preferences with respect to these plans. Proposing and informing are done by agents executing communicative actions: performatives.
These performatives are modelled within the logic as functional terms that denote actions. The two performatives are:
propose  i ' g ' π ' ϕ  i proposes that g might do π to achieve ϕ
i informs g that ϕ
inform  i ' g ' ϕ 
We do not intend that proposing indicates any preference on the part of the proposer
with respect to the proposed plan: it is simply a way for an agent to communicate to a
group one way of achieving a goal. However, we do assume that:
– agents only propose plans that they have no objection to; and
– agents only propose plans that they are in possession of.
This leads us to the following semantics for propose:

(
 π  Body π propose  i ' g ' π ' ϕ  )  Pre π p  Post π  M-Bel g p 

(1)

where
p

def

! Objects i π : Has i π  Suff g π  Post π ϕ 

(There are actually some further assumptions hidden within this definition, such as, for
example, the fact that communication is guaranteed, and that messages will be delivered
instantaneously.) The semantics of the inform performative are also quite simple:

(
 π  Body π inform  i ' g ' ϕ  ) = Pre π  Bel i ϕ : Post π  M-Bel g ϕ 

(2)

Note that in both (1) and (2), the pre-condition represents the sincerity condition associated with the performative, capturing the veracity assumption that we mentioned
earlier. Also, note that we are not attempting to define a semantics of speech acts [6]:
our aim is simply to define some message types that agents can use when cooperating.

while >@? Bel i ϕ ACB? Bel i ? J-Can g ϕ A1A do
/* phase 1: finding an acceptable plan */
repeat
/* phase 1.1: propose any plans that help */
if ? CanHelp i g ϕ A then
D
π E? Comm ?7? Has i π ϕ ACBF>@? Objects i π A7A g AHGI? Exec J propose ? i K g K π K ϕ AML-A ?
else
J inform ? i K g KM>@? CanHelp i g ϕ A7A L
end-if
/* phase 1.2: wait until everyone has announced */
await N j E? j O g AHGP? Bel i ? CanHelp j g ϕ A7ACQ? Bel i >@? CanHelp j g ϕ A1A
/* phase 1.3: veto any unacceptable plans */
D
while π E? Progresses π g ϕ A.B? Comm ? Objects i π A g A do
D
π E? Progresses π g ϕ A.B? Comm ? Objects i π A g ARGS? Exec J inform ? i K g K+? Objects i π A7A L A ?
end-while
until ? Bel i ? Stuck g ϕ ACQ? CanProgress g ϕ A7A
/* phase 2: execute acceptable plan */
D
if π E? Bel i ? Acceptable π g ACB? Progresses π g ϕ ACB? Agt π i A then
D
π E? Bel i ? Acceptable π g ACB? Progresses π g ϕ A.B? Agt π i A*GS? Exec J πL A ?
end-if
/* phase 3: post results */
case
? Bel i ϕ A
: inform ? i K g K ϕ A
? Bel i >@? J-Can g ϕ A7A : inform ? i K g KM>@? J-Can g ϕ A1A
else
: true? /* i.e., NOP */
end-case
end-while

Fig. 2. A Model of Reactive Cooperation

3.4 Finally, the Model
We now come to the model itself. This model is formalised as a single-agent plan:
each agent individually executes the plan in order to generate the overall behaviour
summarised in 1. The model is presented in Figure 2; the agent assumed to be executing
the plan is i.
The outer loop represents the fanatical commitment that agents have with respect to
ϕ: they will carry on attempting to bring about ϕ while they believe they have not yet
achieved it (the first conjunct), and that they can still achieve it (the second conjunct).
We do not claim that one would want these conditions for every type of on-the-fly cooperative action: different problem domains call for different types of commitment [20].
Within the main loop are three main phases:
– finding an acceptable plan that “progresses” the group towards the goal (phase 1);
– executing such an acceptable plan (phase 2);

– updating the group with respect to the current status of group action (phase 3).
Phase 1: Finding a mutually acceptable plan. This first phase represents the key
problem in on-the-fly cooperation: finding a plan that will progress the agents towards
the goal, such that this plan is acceptable to all. The process of finding a plan involves
agents repeatedly proposing plans that they believe will move them closer to the goal,
and then vetoing any proposed plans that they object to, until eventually either the agents
have considered all possible plans and found none to be acceptable (they are Stuck), or
else they have found a plan that is acceptable to all (they CanProgress). This phase thus
involves repeatedly executing the following steps:
– proposing any plan that may help, or else informing the group of the inability to
help (phase 1.1);
– waiting until everyone else has done likewise (phase 1.2);
– vetoing any plans that are unacceptable (phase 1.3).
In stage 1.1, if an agent can help towards a goal, (i.e., it has a plan that progresses the
group towards the goal, and it does not believe this plan is unacceptable to the group),
then it proposes the plan to the group. Otherwise it informs the group that it is unable
to help, i.e., it has no plans that progress the group towards the goal that would be
acceptable to the group. Note that stage 1.3 (vetoing unacceptable plans, below), will
ensure that an agent does not propose a plan that has been vetoed by some other agent.
Thus an agent will eventually either propose all acceptable plans in its plan library, or
else will announce that it cannot help.
Stage 1.2, (the await loop) represents a simple synchronization condition: an agent
will simply wait until every other agent has informed it of the fact that it can or cannot
help.
In stage 1.3, the agent repeatedly informs the group of any plans that it objects
to. It will carry on doing this until either the group has found a plan that is mutually
acceptable, or else the group is aware that no such plan is available.
Phase 2: Executing Acceptable Plans. If the group succeeds in finding a mutually
acceptable plan that progresses them towards their goal, then the next thing they should
do is execute it. From the point of view of an individual agent, this means simply executing a plan that it is the agent of, such that the agent is the only one required to carry
out the plan, the plan is acceptable to all, and the plan progresses the group to the goal.
Phase 3: Posting Results. For this part of the process, we simply require that agents
who either believe that the goal has been achieved, or else believe that the goal is unachievable, make the group mutually aware of this fact. If an agent neither believes that
the goal is achieved, or that the goal is unachievable, then it does nothing.

4

Conclusions

We conclude with some general remarks on the formalisation. First, we note that the
layered approach, pioneered by Cohen and Levesque [5], which we have adopted in this

paper, allows us to present the formal model with comparative ease. Another obvious
point to make is that presenting an agent’s plan directly as a “procedure” by using
a dynamic logic-style program logic, and combining this with a BDI logic, allows a
number of complex ideas to be succinctly represented.
However, there are a number of points at which the formalisation is weak, and, it
could be argued, inadequate. In particular, the fact that our simple plan language does
not have assignment statements makes it hard to express a number of concepts, requiring
a rather ugly technical kludge to be used instead. (An example is the if statement in
phase 2 of Figure 2.) An obvious enhancement to the underlying formalism would be
the inclusion of such statements into a richer plan language.
With respect to the specifics of the formalism, there are at least two points at which
more work needs to be done. First, the notion of “progression”, (i.e., the notion of
agents moving towards the goal), is not satisfactorily defined. It may be that a utilitytheoretic definition is more appropriate: a plan progresses the team towards the goal if
the expected cost of achieving the goal after executing the plan is less than the cost of
achieving it before. Similarly, we have not attempted to formalise any notion of preference with respect to the plans that are executed. A more realistic model would include
such notions. The formalisation of negotiation could also be refined. Some preliminary
attempts to give logical specifications of negotiation appear in [16]. Incorporating such
models into our model may prove useful.
With respect to other areas for future work, it may prove helpful to attempt to marry
our work on formal models of social action with the various models of cooperation and
coordination that have been developed by practitioners of agent systems. For example,
building on the work of Durfee on partial global planning [8], Decker has investigated
five general techniques for coordinating dynamic multi-agent systems [7]. It would be
interesting to investigate the extent to which such techniques could be represented using our modal/dynamic logic approach. Finally, the relationship between our theory of
on-the-fly cooperation and implementations of cooperative protocols could also bear
further examination.
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